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Table S1.  1   2 
   Paired sera Single serum  







DENV Acute DENV Positive Negative, 
static, falling 
Risinga, fallingb, 
staticc, negatived  
  <1 
 Acute DENV Negative, 
positive  
Rising  Rising, falling, 
static, negative  
  <1 
 Acute/recent 
DENV 








Negative Rising Negative, static, 
falling 
  >1 
 Acute/recent 
DENV 
   Positive Positive,
negative 
<1 
JEV Acute JEV Negative Negative, 
static, falling 

















Rising   <1 
 Acute/recent 
JEV  









Negative Falling Falling   >1 or 
<1 
